
SLT-MOBITEL  Provides  Special
Offers For Galaxy Z Fold3 5G And
Z Flip3 5G

SLT-MOBITEL offered an abundance of gifts for customers who pre-ordered the
new sleek, fashionable and powerful Samsung Galaxy Z Fold3 5G or Z Flip3 5G
smartphones.

Customers had the opportunity to win data benefits from SLT-MOBITEL Mobile,
including one month of free anytime data of 100GB for the Galaxy Z Fold3 5G and
50GB for the Z Flip3 5G, in addition to attractive offers of a free special gold
category  number  along  with  a  Master  unlimited  voice  and  data  package.
Consumers who pre-ordered Galaxy Z Fold3 5G were eligible to receive a free UV
Sterilizer,  wireless  charger trio,  Smart  Keyboard Trio,  and Galaxy SmartTag.
While  for  Galaxy  Z  Flip3  5G,  customers  were  eligible  to  receive  a  free  UV
Sterilizer, Wireless Charger Duo, and Galaxy SmartTag.

Additionally, consumers were eligible to receive a one-year Samsung Care Pack
valued with screen replacement for free for both products. Customers can truly
enjoy the next chapter in mobile innovation with Samsung’s third generation of
foldable devices,  the Samsung Galaxy Z Fold3 5G and the Z Flip3 5G. Both
devices are equipped with an improved foldable screen with the revolutionary
Hideaway Hinge, which allows the screens to stay in place at any angle while in
their flex mode.
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The Samsung Galaxy Z Fold3 5G boasts an uninterrupted 7.6- inch Infinity Flex
main display with the new under-display camera. It is also the first foldable device
to  be  compatible  and  fully  optimized  with  the  S  Pen,  allowing  on-the-go
multitaskers to take notes on the wide main display while opening other apps.

The Samsung Galaxy Z Flip3 5G comes with a more extensive cover screen for
easier reading of notifications and messages, with apps accessible even when the
phone is folded. The device has upgraded stereo speakers with Dolby Atmos for a
much clearer sound and a more immersive experience for entertainment lovers.


